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Abstract
We study nematic equilibria on rectangular domains, in a reduced two-dimensional
Landau-de Gennes framework. We have one essential model variable—˜ which is
a geometry-dependent and material-dependent variable. We analytically study
two distinguished limits—the ˜→ 0 limit relevant for macroscopic domains and
the ˜→∞ limit which is relevant for nano-scale domains. We report a new sta-
ble nematic state featured by thin transition layers near the shorter rectangular
edges, in the nano-scale limit. We numerically compute bifurcation diagrams
for the solution landscapes as a function of ˜ and the rectangular aspect ra-
tio. We also investigate relaxation mechanisms for non-trivial topologies and
how such mechanisms are dominated by defect annihilation, near vertices or
in the interior, or through transient almost isotropic states and such relaxation
mechanisms have potential relevance for switching mechanisms in nematic-based
devices.
Keywords: nematic liquid crystals, Landau-de Gennes model, bifurcation
diagram
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1. Introduction
Nematic liquid crystals are quintessential examples of partially ordered ma-
terials intermediate between solids and liquids [dGP95] [Ste04]. The constituent
nematic molecules are typically asymmetric in shape and the macroscopic ne-
matic state has a degree of long-range orientational ordering, i.e., locally pre-
ferred directions of averaged molecular alignment referred to as “directors” in
the literature. The directional nature of nematics makes them highly respon-
sive materials and indeed, their sensitivity to light and external electric fields
have made nematics the working material of choice for the multi-billion dollar
liquid crystal display industry [Bah90]. There is huge contemporary interest in
understanding pattern formation in nematic systems, in the context of micro-
patterned systems and systems with inclusions [GGE+99], [BDLA03], [LSS+14],
[LS12]. Mathematical and numerical modelling can play a key role here, to
understand the state-of-art experimental work and guide new experiments in
nano-science and materials technology.
There are several continuum macroscopic theories for nematic liquid crystals.
We focus on the celebrated Landau-de Gennes (LdG) theory for nematics, in a
reduced two-dimensional (2D) setting, as described in section 2. This approach
is accepted for very thin domains, which are treated as two-dimensional domains
and the nematic directors are assumed to be in the plane of the domain, for
tangent or in-plane boundary conditions. The 2D LdG theory is essentially the
Ginzburg-Landau theory [BBH+94], phrased in terms of the 2D LdG Q-order
parameter. The Q-order parameter is a matrix that contains information about
the nematic director in the plane and the degree of orientational order within its
eigenvectors and eigenvalues respectively. The corresponding equilibria are local
or global minimizers of a reduced 2D LdG free energy, which is effectively the
Ginzburg-Landau free energy with one re-scaled parameter, ˜. This parameter
encodes the geometric length scale of the domain, the temperature and the ne-
matic elasticity; more precisely, it can be interpreted as the ratio of the nematic
correlation length to the macroscopic domain size [KM14]. The nematic correla-
tion length is typically related to the size of nematic defects [KRV10]. There are
two distinguished limits: the ˜→ 0 limit which describes macroscopic domains
with size much greater than the nematic correlation length, and the ˜→∞ limit
which describes nano-scale geometries or “small” geometries. The ˜→ 0 limit is
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often referred to as the Oseen-Frank limit [MZ10] simply because in this limit,
the LdG equilibria converge (in an appropriately defined sense) to minimizers
in the Oseen-Frank theory for nematic liquid crystals [Fra58]. The Oseen-Frank
theory is the simplest continuum theory for nematic liquid crystals based on the
assumption of a single nematic director, i.e., uniaxial materials, and a constant
scalar order parameter. The Oseen-Frank energy functional typically has multi-
ple elastic constants to account for splay, twist and bend deformations [dGP95]
but in the one-constant case, the Oseen-Frank energy reduces to the Dirichlet
energy and the corresponding minimizers are harmonic maps [MRZ04]. In the
2D case, the minimizers are effectively harmonic functions subject to suitably
defined boundary conditions. The connection between the 2D LdG theory with
the one-constant Dirichlet elastic energy and the one-constant Oseen-Frank en-
ergy greatly simplifies the mathematical analysis in the ˜ → 0 limit, as will be
exploited in subsection 3.2.
The prototype problem of nematics inside square domains has been studied
extensively [LME12], [KM15], [LGA+14], [KM14], following the experimental
and modelling work presented in [TDBM07]. In fact, the 2D LdG equilibria
on square domains with tangent boundary conditions, which effectively require
the nematic molecules to be tangent or parallel to the square edges, have been
well classified and a new Well Order Reconstruction Solution (WORS) has been
reported in the ˜ → ∞ limit, which is characterized by a pair of mutually
perpendicular defect lines in the plane of the square, and the defect lines are
precisely the square diagonals. It is very natural to study the 2D LdG equilib-
ria on rectangles, as a follow-up to the work on square domains with tangent
boundary conditions. In this manuscript, we study 2D LdG equilibria on rectan-
gular domains with tangent boundary conditions. We can analyse the equilibria
exactly in two asymptotic limits—the ˜→∞ limit for which the problem effec-
tively reduces to solving the Laplace equation for the LdG Q-order parameter
on rectangular domains with Dirichlet boundary conditions (that are chosen to
be consistent with the tangent boundary conditions) and the ˜ → 0 limit, for
which the problem reduces to solving the Laplace equation for an angle variable
in the plane, θ, again subject to suitably prescribed Dirichlet conditions on the
rectangular edges. We analytically show that the unique limiting profile in the
˜→∞ limit does not have the WORS-cross structure and is in fact, featured by
defect lines parallel to the shorter rectangular edges. We compute formal series
expansions for the limiting solution, referred to as sBD2 in the remainder of the
manuscript, by analogy with the BD solutions reported in [WCM18]. Interest-
ingly, the WORS-cross structure (with two mutually perpendicular defect lines
along the square diagonals) survives on square domains with weak anchoring,
for which the tangent boundary conditions are weakly enforced by means of a
surface energy. We compute semi-explicit expressions for the stable 2D LdG
equilibria on rectangular domains in the ˜ → 0 limit, following the methods in
[LGA+14] followed by bifurcation diagrams that illustrate the sensitivity of the
solution landscape to the parameter ˜ and the rectangular aspect ratio. The bi-
furcation diagrams are computed with Dirichlet boundary conditions and future
work includes the detailed analysis of solution landscapes with weak anchoring
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too.
We also briefly investigate relaxation mechanisms as a function of the param-
eter ˜ in the reduced 2D LdG framework. We only have a few examples of how
states with non-trivial topologies relax to simpler states; here the simplest topol-
ogy describes a ±pi/2 director rotation between a pair of intersecting rectangular
edges to match the tangent boundary conditions. A non-trivial topology would
correspond to a rotation by npi/2-radians between a pair of intersecting edges,
for an odd integer |n| > 1. The relaxation mechanism is strongly dependent
on ˜ according to our numerical examples. In the ˜ → 0 limit, the non-trivial
topology sheds itself as “point defects” (bubbles of localised director rotation
concentrated around points) and these “point defects” annihilate near vertices.
This is largely because the defect sizes are proportional to ˜ (see [LME12])
and smaller defects have greater mobility during the relaxation mechanism. For
larger values of ˜, the non-trivial topology sheds itself in the rectangular interior
possibly because the defects are larger and the defects overlap in the interior
itself and annihilate. In fact as ˜→∞, states with non-trivial topology relax to
the unique limiting profile, sBD2, through a largely isotropic disordered interior
state. We have not observed a huge dependence of these relaxation mechanisms
on the rectangular aspect ratio and this warrants further investigation in the
future.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we review the reduced 2D
LdG theory, the free energy, the rescaling, the governing partial differential
equations and the boundary conditions. In section 3, we analytically study
the distinguished limits, ˜ → ∞ and ˜ → 0, on a rectangular domain with
tangent boundary conditions. In section 4, we numerically study how the 2D
LdG equilibria depend on ˜, for different values of the rectangular anisotropy.
In section 5, we discuss relaxation mechanisms and their dependence on ˜ and
we conclude in section 6 with some perspectives.
2. Theoretical Framework
We study nematic equilibria on rectangular domains, subject to tangent
boundary conditions on the rectangular edges, by analogy with the huge amount
of work done on square domains [TDBM07], [LME12], [KM14], [RLF+17],
[WCM18] and more recently on rectangular domains [WMM18]. The domain is
Ω =
{
(x, y) ∈ R2; (x, y) ∈ [0, aL]× [0, bL]} , (2.1)
where L > 0 is a fixed length, a and b measure the geometrical anisotropy and in
what follows, we fix b = 1 and vary a. The tangent boundary conditions mean
that the nematic molecules are constrained to be horizontal on the horizontal
edges, y = 0 and y = bL and the nematic molecules are constrained to be
vertical on the vertical edges, x = 0 and x = aL.
We model the corresponding nematic equilibria in the continuum Landau-de
Gennes framework. The Landau-de Gennes (LdG) theory is one of the most
powerful continuum theories for nematic liquid crystals (NLCs) in the literature
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[dGP95]. It describes the state of nematic anisotropy or the degree of orien-
tational order by the LdG Q-tensor order parameter—a symmetric, traceless
3 × 3 matrix whose eigenvectors model the directions of averaged molecular
alignment in space (referred to as directors) and the eigenvalues are a measure
of the degree of orientational order about the corresponding eigenvectors. From
the spectral decomposition theorem, we can write Q as
Q =
3∑
i=1
λiei ⊗ ei, (2.2)
where {e1, e2, e3} constitute an orthonormal basis and
∑3
i=1 λi = 0. The LdG
theory is a variational theory, so that there is an associated LdG free energy
with competing bulk and elastic contributions, and the physically observable
configurations are modelled as global or local LdG energy minimizers subject
to the imposed boundary conditions.
We adopt a reduced two-dimensional (2D) approach to the modelling of ne-
matic liquid crystals (NLCs) on 2D domains, that has been used with success
for severely confined systems in [LME12], [TDBM07], [RLF+17]. The essen-
tial hypothesis is that we are working in the thin film limit of three-dimensional
(3D) domains [GMS15], [Nov18] and for certain choices of the tangent boundary
conditions, it is reasonable to assume that LdG Q-tensor has a fixed eigenvector
e3 = zˆ (unit-vector in the z-direction) with constant λ3, so that it suffices to fo-
cus on the 2D behaviour in the plane, i.e., the LdG Q-tensor can be decomposed
as
Q (x, y) = s (x, y)
(
n (x, y)⊗ n (x, y)− I2/2
0
)
+
3
2
λ3 (zˆ⊗ zˆ− I3/3) ,
(2.3)
where n is a unit-vector in the (x, y)-plane that models the nematic director in
the plane, s is a scalar order parameter that measures the degree of order in
the plane, I2 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix and I3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix.
Under these assumptions, the second component in Equation 2.3, denoted by
λ3 (zˆ⊗ zˆ− I3/3) is constant, and we study the reduced 2D LdG tensor given
by
Qred (x, y) = s (x, y) (n (x, y)⊗ n (x, y)− I2/2) , (2.4)
where Qred is a symmetric traceless 2× 2 matrix. For more discussions on this
reduced approach (which has been rigorously justified at certain temperatures),
please see [Lam14] [CMS17]. In what follows, we drop the subscript “red” from
the reduced tensor and we take our admissible Q-tensors to belong to the space
of symmetric, traceless 2× 2 matrices as defined below:
S0 :=
{
Q ∈ R2×2 | Q = QT ,Tr (Q) = 0} . (2.5)
The corresponding matrix norm is the Frobenius norm, |Q|2 := ∑di,j=1Q2ij .
The NLC is disordered in the plane if Q = 0 although recalling Equation 2.3,
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some order may be retained in the vertical direction if λ3 6= 0. We can write
the Q-tensor in component form as shown below:
Q (x, y) =
(
Q11 (x, y) Q12 (x, y)
Q12 (x, y) −Q11 (x, y)
)
. (2.6)
To relate the scalar order parameters s and director n to Q11 and Q12, we
define a new variable θ describing the orientation of the director n, i.e., θ :=
atan2 (Q12, Q11) /2, where atan2 is a 2-argument arctangent function [Wika]:
four quadrant inverse tangent.
atan2 (y, x) =
 arctan (y/x) , x > 0,arctan (y/x) + pi, x ≤ 0, y ≥ 0,
arctan (y/x)− pi, x ≤ 0, y < 0.
(2.7)
If Q11 6= 0 or Q12 6= 0, then θ is well-defined, and we have the following
important relations,
n (x) = (cos θ (x) , sin θ (x))
>
, (2.8)
Q11 (x) = s (x) cos (2θ (x)) , (2.9)
Q12 (x) = s (x) sin (2θ (x)) . (2.10)
In the absence of external fields and surface effects, the simplest form of the
LdG free energy ILdG (Q) is given by,
ILdG (Q) := Iel (Q) + Ib (Q) , (2.11)
where Iel (Q) is an elastic energy convex in ∇Q and Ib (Q) is a non-convex bulk
energy. In the simplest case,
Iel (Q) :=
ˆ
Ω
(
Lel
2
|∇Q (x, y)|2
)
dx, (2.12)
where Lel > 0 is an elastic constant, and,
|∇Q|2 = Qij,kQij,k =
∑
i,j,k
(
∂Qij
∂xk
)2
. (2.13)
The bulk energy in 2D is given by
Ib (Q) :=
ˆ
Ω
(
A
2
Tr
(
Q (x)
2
)
+
C
4
(
Tr
(
Q (x)
2
))2)
dx, (2.14)
where Ω is the rectangular domain, A (T ) := α (T − T ∗) is the re-scaled tem-
perature, α and C are positive material dependent constants, T is the absolute
temperature and T ∗ is a characteristic temperature above which the isotropic
phase is stable. We note that there is no cubic term above, since Tr
(
Q3
)
= 0
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for Q ∈ S0 as defined above. We work with low temperatures so that A < 0
in this paper and such temperatures favour nematic ordering in the spatially
homogeneous cases.
We non-dimensionalise the model using the scaling in [LME12]. Let x˜ :=
x/L so that the re-scaled reference domain is Ω˜ := [0, a] × [0, b]. Let s0 =√−A/2C for A < 0 (this value of s0 corresponds to the minimum of the bulk
energy density above for A < 0) and we scale the Q-tensors as
Q˜ (x˜) := Q (x) /s0, (2.15)
and define
˜ :=
√
Lel√
CL
. (2.16)
The re-scaled energy is then given by
1
s20Lel
ILdG (Q) =
ˆ
Ω˜
(∣∣∣∇˜Q˜11∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∇˜Q˜12∣∣∣2 + 1
˜2
(
Q˜211 + Q˜
2
12 − 1
)2)
dx˜.
(2.17)
and all critical points (including global and local energy minimizers) are classi-
cal solutions of the associated Euler-Lagrange equations, for smooth boundary
conditions. The Euler-Lagrange equations are given by the following system of
elliptic coupled partial differential equations, also referred to as the Ginzburg-
Landau equations in the literature [BBH93]. ∆˜Q˜11 = ˜
−2
(
Q˜211 + Q˜
2
12 − 1
)
Q˜11,
∆˜Q˜12 = ˜
−2
(
Q˜211 + Q˜
2
12 − 1
)
Q˜12,
(2.18)
The last ingredient is the choice of boundary conditions. As in [TDBM07],
[LME12], we work with tangent boundary conditions so that θ is a multiple
of pi on the horizontal edges (defined by y = 0 and y = b) and θ is an odd
multiple of pi/2 on the vertical edges defined by x = 0 and x = a. Recalling the
relations Equation 2.8, this implies that Q˜12 = 0 on all four edges, Q˜11 = +1 on
the horizontal edges and Q˜11 = −1 on the vertical edges. However, there is a
necessary mismatch at the corners; we adopt the same interpolatory approach
as in [LME12] and define a vector field gd for 0 < d < min {a/2, b/2} as,
gd =
{ [
+Td/a (x/a) , 0
]
, y ∈ {0, b} ,[−Td/b (y/b) , 0] , x ∈ {0, a} , (2.19)
where the trapezoidal function Td : [0, 1]→ R is given by,
Td (t) = min {t/d, 1, (1− t) /d} =
 t/d, 0 ≤ t ≤ d,1, d ≤ t ≤ 1− d,
(1− t) /d, 1− d ≤ t ≤ 1.
(2.20)
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We use the strong anchoring Dirichlet boundary condition
(
Q˜11, Q˜12
)
=
g3˜, for small ˜, or otherwise, fix
(
Q˜11, Q˜12
)
= g3˜0 for a given ˜0. We do
not rigorously justify this choice of boundary conditions but we believe that
the qualitative trends are not affected by the choice of d above, provided it
is sufficiently small. In what follows, we analytically and numerically study
Q˜ ∈W 1,2
(
Ω˜;S0
)
subject to the boundary conditions above, where W 1,2 is the
usual Sobolev Space of square integrable Q-tensors [Eva10].
3. Distinguished Limits
3.1. The ˜→∞ Limit
We can make analytic progress with the solutions of the LdG Euler-Lagrange
equations in two distinguished limits, ˜ → ∞ and ˜ → 0 limits. The two
limits have different physical interpretations. The first limit corresponds to
L√Lel/C or domains with characteristic length comparable to the nematic
correlation length, e.g., few hundred nanometres [KM14], [CMS17]. The second
limit corresponds to domains with characteristic length much larger than the
nematic correlation length, typically on the micron scale or larger; this is often
referred to as the Oseen-Frank limit in the literature.
One can prove the existence of a unique solution of the LdG Euler-Lagrange
equations in the ˜ → ∞ limit [Lam14], [CMS17]. This limit has been studied
extensively on square domains, see [KM14] and [CMS17] where the authors re-
port the new Well Order Reconstruction Solution (WORS) in this limit. The
WORS is a special LdG equilibria which has been studied carefully within the
reduced 2D LdG approach. The 2D WORS Q-tensor in Equation 2.4 vanishes
along the square diagonals and the director n is constant in each square quad-
rant. The WORS is globally stable for ˜ large enough, exists for all ˜ > 0 and
loses stability as ˜ decreases.
A natural question is—does the WORS survive if the domain is a rectangle
as opposed to a square? We address this question by studying the limit of the
LdG Euler-Lagrange equations as ˜→∞ as shown below.{
∆˜Q˜11 = 0,
∆˜Q˜12 = 0,
(3.1)
Our first result concerns the convergence of LdG equilibria to solutions of
the limiting problem above, as ˜→∞.
Proposition 3.1. Let Q˜ ∈ W 1,2
(
Ω˜;S0
)
be a solution of the LdG Euler-
Lagrange equations (Equation 2.18) for ˜ > 0, subject to the boundary condition
Q = gd where the Dirichlet condition is defined in Equation 2.19. Then Q˜
converges to the unique solution Q∞ of Equation 2.18 as ˜→∞, subject to the
same boundary condition Q = gd on ∂Ω˜ with error estimates
|Q˜ −Q∞|∞ ≤ C˜−2, (3.2)
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for a positive constant C independent of ˜.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. By ([MZ10]: proposition 13), we have thatQ˜ is smooth
in the interior of Ω˜. Similarly, we have that Q∞ ∈ C∞
(
Ω˜;R2
)
. Since |gd|∞ ≤ 1
on ∂Ω˜, we have |Q˜|∞ ≤ 1 on Ω˜. Therefore, using Equation 3.1, we have,
∀i = 1, 2, −˜−2 ≤ ∆ ((Q˜)i − (Q∞)i) ≤ ˜−2, Ω˜, (3.3)
∀i = 1, 2, (Q˜)i − (Q∞)i = 0, ∂Ω˜. (3.4)
Let v ∈ C∞
(
Ω˜;R
)
be a solution of,
∆v = 1, Ω˜, (3.5)
v = 0, ∂Ω˜. (3.6)
The solution v only depends on the domain Ω˜. We can check that −˜−2v and
˜−2v are the sub-solution and the super-solution for (Q˜)i − (Q∞)i, ∀i = 1, 2.
The result then follows, i.e.,
∀i = 1, 2, ((Q˜)i − (Q∞)i) ∼ O
(
˜−2
)
. (3.7)
Therefore, in the large ˜ regime, it suffices to study the limiting problem in
Equation 3.1. As shown below, we can compute the solution of Equation 3.1
exactly for a given Dirichlet boundary condition.
Proposition 3.2. Let Q˜ be the unique solution of Equation 3.1, on the re-scaled
rectangular domain Ω˜ =
{
(x, y) ∈ R2 | 0 ≤ x ≤ a, 0 ≤ y ≤ b}, subject to the
boundary condition Q˜ = gd where gd is defined in Equation 2.19 for 0 < d < 1/2
sufficiently small. Then we have Q˜ =
(
Q˜11, Q˜12
)
with Q˜12 = 0 and,
Q˜11 (x, y) =
∑
k odd
4 sin (kpid/a)
k2pi2d/a
sin
(
kpix
a
)
sinh (kpi (b− y) /a) + sinh (kpiy/a)
sinh (kpib/a)
−
∑
k odd
4 sin (kpid/b)
k2pi2d/b
sin
(
kpiy
b
)
sinh (kpi (a− x) /b) + sinh (kpix/b)
sinh (kpia/b)
. (3.8)
Proof of Proposition 3.2. The existence of a unique solution for the Laplace
equation with Dirichlet conditions, as in Equation 3.1 is standard [Eva10]. We
denote the corresponding solution by Q˜ =
(
Q˜11, Q˜12
)
where Q˜12 = 0 on ∂Ω˜
from our choice of the boundary condition Q˜ = gd. Hence, we have
(x, y) ∈ (0, a)× (0, b) : (3.9)
Q˜12 (x, y) ≡ 0. (3.10)
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For the non-trivial Q˜11, we have,
∆Q˜11 (x, y) = 0, (3.11)
Q˜11 (x, 0) = +Td/a (x/a) , (3.12)
Q˜11 (a, y) = −Td/b (y/b) , (3.13)
Q˜11 (x, b) = +Td/a (x/a) , (3.14)
Q˜11 (0, y) = −Td/b (y/b) . (3.15)
The solution can be written as the superposition of four functions,
Q˜11 (x, y) = Q˜111 (x, y)− Q˜112 (x, y) + Q˜113 (x, y)− Q˜114 (x, y) ,
Q˜111 (x, y) = f (x, y; a, b) ,
Q˜112 (x, y) = f (y, a− x; b, a) ,
Q˜113 (x, y) = f (x, b− y; a, b) ,
Q˜114 (x, y) = f (y, x; b, a) ; (3.16)
and the function f (x, y; a, b) satisfies,
∆f (x, y; a, b) = 0,
f (x, 0; a, b) = Td/a (x/a) ,
f (a, y; a, b) = f (x, b; a, b) = f (0, y; a, b) = 0. (3.17)
We solve for f (x, y; a, b) by separation of variables. A standard computation
shows that
f (x, y; a, b)
=
+∞∑
k=1
sin
kpix
a
(
c3 (k)
(
ekpiy/a − e−kpiy/a
)
+ c4 (k)
(
ekpi(y−b)/a − e−kpi(y−b)/a
))
.
(3.18)
where we have used the boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = a. We use the
remaining boundary conditions at y = 0 and y = b and Fourier Series Methods
to obtain
f (x, y; a, b) =
∑
k odd
4 sin (kpid/a)
k2pi2d/a
sin
kpix
a
ekpi(y−b)/a − e−kpi(y−b)/a
e−kpib/a − ekpib/a , (3.19)
=
∑
k odd
4 sin (kpid/a)
k2pi2d/a
sin
kpix
a
sinh (kpi (b− y) /a)
sinh (kpib/a)
. (3.20)
Recalling Equation 3.16, we get
Q˜11 (x, y)
= Q˜111 (x, y)− Q˜112 (x, y) + Q˜113 (x, y)− Q˜114 (x, y) , (3.21)
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= f (x, y; a, b)− f (y, a− x; b, a) + f (x, b− y; a, b)− f (y, x; b, a) . (3.22)
and the result (Equation 3.8) now follows.
The WORS on a square has Q˜ = (0, 0) at the square centre. In fact, the
centre is the intersection point of two isotropic defect lines connecting the two
distinct pairs of diagonally opposite square vertices. It is reasonable to ask if
these defect lines survive in a rectangle and if so, do they intersect? In Figure 3.1,
we plot the WORS on a square and the limiting profile (which we call sBD1
for reasons that become clear later on in the manuscript) in Proposition 3.2 for
b = 1, a = 1.5 to illustrate the differences to the reader.
Figure 3.1: Left: WORS at domain size 1 × 1, which is marked as “B” in Figure 4.4a and
Figure 4.4b. Right: sBD2 at domain size 1.5× 1, which is marked as “B” in Figure 4.4e and
Figure 4.4f. Mesh spacing is h = 1/64. We fix Q˜ = g3˜0 on the boundary with ˜0 = 0.01.
Proposition 3.3. Let Q˜ =
(
Q˜11, Q˜12
)
be a solution of the limiting problem
(Equation 3.1) on the re-scaled rectangular domain
Ω˜ =
{
(x, y) ∈ R2; 0 ≤ x ≤ a; 0 ≤ y ≤ b} , (3.23)
subject to the boundary condition Q˜ = gd where gd is defined in Equation 2.19.
For the case a > b, we have
Q˜11
(
a
2
,
b
2
)
> 0, (3.24)
so that we lose the cross structure of the WORS on all rectangles (similar
arguments also apply to b > a).
Proof of Proposition 3.3. To prove the result, it is sufficient to show that Q˜11
(
a
2 ,
b
2
)
in the rectangular case a > b is larger than the Q˜11
(
a
2 ,
b
2
)
in the square case
a = b. Due to the symmetry Equation 3.16, we know that Q˜11 is zero at the
centre of the square domain.
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We construct five auxiliary boundary value problems for a > b. We illus-
trate the boundary conditions in Figure 3.2 and use the boundary function in
Equation 2.20.
Ω1 := [−a/2, a/2]× [−b/2, b/2] ,
∆u1 (x, y) = 0, (x, y) ∈ Ω1,
u1 (x, y) = +Td/a (x/a+ 1/2) , x ∈ [−a/2, a/2] , y ∈ {−b/2, b/2} ,
u1 (x, y) = 0, x ∈ {−a/2, a/2} , y ∈ [−b/2, b/2] .
(3.25)

Ω2 := [−b/2, b/2]× [−b/2, b/2] ,
∆u2 (x, y) = 0, (x, y) ∈ Ω2,
u2 (x, y) = +Td/b (x/b+ 1/2) , x ∈ [−b/2, b/2] , y ∈ {−b/2, b/2} ,
u2 (x, y) = 0, x ∈ {−b/2, b/2} , y ∈ [−b/2, b/2] .
(3.26)

Ω3 := [−a/2, a/2]× [−b/2, b/2] ,
∆u3 (x, y) = 0, (x, y) ∈ Ω3,
u3 (x, y) = 0, x ∈ [−a/2, a/2] , y ∈ {−b/2, b/2} ,
u3 (x, y) = −Td/b (y/b+ 1/2) , x ∈ {−a/2, a/2} , y ∈ [−b/2, b/2] .
(3.27)

Ω4 := [−a/2, a/2]× [−a/2, a/2] ,
∆u4 (x, y) = 0, (x, y) ∈ Ω4,
u4 (x, y) = 0, x ∈ [−a/2, a/2] , y ∈ {−a/2, a/2} ,
u4 (x, y) = −Td/a (y/a+ 1/2) , x ∈ {−a/2, a/2} , y ∈ [−a/2, a/2] .
(3.28)

Ω5 := [−b/2, b/2]× [−b/2, b/2] ,
∆u5 (x, y) = 0, (x, y) ∈ Ω5,
u5 (x, y) = 0, x ∈ [−b/2, b/2] , y ∈ {−b/2, b/2} ,
u5 (x, y) = −Td/b (y/b+ 1/2) , x ∈ {−b/2, b/2} , y ∈ [−b/2, b/2] .
(3.29)
Using maximum principle [Eva10] for u1, we know that u1 ≥ 0 in Ω1. So we
have
u1 (x, y) ≥ u2 (x, y) (x, y) ∈ ∂Ω2. (3.30)
By strong maximum principle, u1 (0, 0) > u2 (0, 0).
Using maximum principle for u4, we know that u4 ≤ 0 in Ω4. So we have
u3 (x, y) ≥ u4 (x, y) (x, y) ∈ ∂Ω3. (3.31)
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By strong maximum principle, u3 (0, 0) > u4 (0, 0). We can also check that
u4 (x, y) = u5 (xb/a, yb/a), for (x, y) ∈ Ω4 since the Laplace operator is invariant
with respect to uniform scaling. So we have u4 (0, 0) = u5 (0, 0).
By superposition of boundary conditions, we see that the function Q˜11 and
the function u1 + u3 are only differ by a translation,
Q˜11 (x+ a/2, y + b/2) = u1 (x, y) + u3 (x, y) (x, y) ∈ Ω1, (3.32)
and we should notice the symmetry of the function u2 + u5 since Ω2 is a square
which admits the unique WORS solution for this problem. We have
Q˜11 (a/2, b/2) = u1 (0, 0) + u3 (0, 0) > u2 (0, 0) + u5 (0, 0) = 0. (3.33)
-1
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
Figure 3.2: Dirichlet boundary conditions for rectangular domains. The domain parameter
is a = 2b and the boundary parameter is d = 0.3 here. Left: boundary values for u1 on
∂Ω1 (rectangular boundary) and u2 on ∂Ω2 (square boundary) are represented by different
colours. Right: boundary values for u3 on ∂Ω3 (rectangular boundary), u4 on ∂Ω4 (large
square boundary) and u5 on ∂Ω5 (small square boundary) are represented by different colours.
The domains are scaled a little bit for a better illustration.
Remark 3.1. In Equation 3.8, Q˜11 is smooth in the interior of the dimension-
less domain Ω˜. In the limit d→ 0, the function Q˜11 converges to,
Q˜11 (x, y)
=
∑
k odd
4
kpi
sin
(
kpix
a
)
sinh (kpi (b− y) /a) + sinh (kpiy/a)
sinh (kpib/a)
−
∑
k odd
4
kpi
sin
(
kpiy
b
)
sinh (kpi (a− x) /b) + sinh (kpix/b)
sinh (kpia/b)
. (3.34)
The limit function is still smooth in the interior of Ω˜, so the maximum principle
is still valid. So the result of Proposition 3.3 still holds in the d → 0 limit for
a > b.
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Proposition 3.3 suggests that the perfect cross structure of the WORS is
an artefact of the perfect symmetry of the square and is lost even under mild
perturbations. A natural question is—does the cross structure of the WORS
survive on a square with the Dirichlet conditions replaced by weak anchoring
conditions? In other words, if we study the limiting problem with weak anchor-
ing, wherein we impose the Durand-Nobili surface energy [ND92]
Isurf =
ˆ
∂Ω
W |Q (t)− gd (t)|2 dt, (3.35)
for W > 0, do we lose the cross structure of the WORS (with Q = 0 at the
centre) even on square domains? We investigate this below through some formal
calculations.
We non-dimensionalise the model using the scaling in [LME12]. The total
energy is
ILdG (Q) = Iel (Q) + Ib (Q) + Isurf (Q) . (3.36)
We set x˜ := x/L, Ω˜ := [0, a] × [0, b], s0 :=
√−A/2C, Q˜ (x˜) := Q (x) /s0,
˜ := (Lel/C)
1/2
/L as before, and define W˜ := WL/Lel, g˜d (x˜) := gd (x) /s0.
The re-scaled energy is then given by
I˜LdG
(
Q˜
)
:=
1
s20Lel
ILdG (Q) (3.37)
=
ˆ
Ω˜
(∣∣∣∇˜Q˜11∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∇˜Q˜12∣∣∣2 + 1
˜2
(
Q˜211 + Q˜
2
12 − 1
)2)
dx˜
+
ˆ
∂Ω˜
W˜
∣∣∣Q˜ (t˜)− g˜d (t˜)∣∣∣2 dt˜. (3.38)
In the limit of ˜→∞, the energy reduces to
I˜LdG
(
Q˜
)
=
ˆ
Ω˜
(∣∣∣∇˜Q˜11 (x˜)∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∇˜Q˜12 (x˜)∣∣∣2) dx˜
+
ˆ
∂Ω˜
W˜
((
Q˜11
(
t˜
)− (g˜d)1 (t˜))2 + (Q˜12 (t˜)− (g˜d)2 (t˜))2) dt˜. (3.39)
The two components Q˜11 and Q˜12 are decoupled in the free energy formula
Equation 3.39. We solve two minimization problems:
Q˜11 = arg min
q
J
(
q; W˜ , (g˜d)1
)
, (3.40)
Q˜12 = arg min
q
J
(
q; W˜ , (g˜d)2
)
, (3.41)
where,
J (q; τ, g) :=
ˆ
Ω˜
|∇q (x)|2 dx+
ˆ
∂Ω˜
τ (q (t)− g (t))2 dt, (3.42)
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∀q ∈W 1,2
(
Ω˜
)
∩ C∞
(
Int
(
Ω˜
))
,∀τ ∈ R,∀g ∈ C∞
(
∂Ω˜
)
.
One can check that if q is a critical point of the energy J , then we have,
∆q (x) = 0, x ∈ Ω˜, (3.43)
νΩ˜ (x) · ∇q (x) + τ (q (x)− g (x)) = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω˜. (3.44)
This is simply the Laplace equation on a rectangular domain with Robin bound-
ary conditions, which can be solved by separation of variables.
It is readily verified that for τ > 0, the harmonic problem Equation 3.43
with Robin boundary condition Equation 3.44 has a unique solution q, which is
necessarily the minimizer of the functional J in Equation 3.42.
Remark 3.2 (Cross Structure of WORS with W > 0). For a square a =
b = 1, there is a unique solution Q˜11 (x, y) for Equation 3.40 and Q˜12 (x, y) for
Equation 3.41 for τ > 0. Since (g˜d)2 ≡ 0, we have Q˜12 (x, y) ≡ 0. Using the
antisymmetry of (g˜d)1
(g˜d)1 (x, y) = − (g˜d)1 (y, x) = − (g˜d)1 (1− y, 1− x) , (x, y) ∈ ∂Ω˜ (3.45)
we can show that
Q˜11 (x, y) = −Q˜11 (y, x) = −Q˜11 (1− y, 1− x) , (x, y) ∈ Ω˜. (3.46)
Hence, we get
Q˜11 (x, x) = 0 = Q˜11 (x, 1− x) , ∀x ∈ (0, 1) (3.47)
from the relations above quite easily. That means the WORS Q-tensor, inter-
preted as the unique solution of the limiting problem with W > 0, vanishes along
the two square diagonals y = x and y = 1−x and the cross structure is retained.
Remark 3.3 (Explicit limiting solution with weak anchoring). Now we analyt-
ically solve the problem Equation 3.43 and Equation 3.44.
In the d → 0 limit, the boundary function (g˜d)1 is either +1 or −1 on all
four edges and (g˜d)2 is zero on all four edges. We can explicitly formulate the
Robin boundary conditions as follows,
τ (q (x, y)− g (x, y))− ∂q (x, y)
∂y
= 0, y = 0, (3.48)
τ (q (x, y)− g (x, y)) + ∂q (x, y)
∂y
= 0, y = b, (3.49)
τ (q (x, y)− g (x, y))− ∂q (x, y)
∂x
= 0, x = 0, (3.50)
τ (q (x, y)− g (x, y)) + ∂q (x, y)
∂x
= 0, x = a. (3.51)
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In the d→ 0 limit, g is piecewise constant on the edges of Ω˜, so we have,
q (x, y) = g1f (x, b− y; a, b) + g2f (y, x; b, a) + g3f (x, y; a, b) + g4f (y, a− x; b, a) ,
(3.52)
g1 = g|y=0 , g2 = g|x=a , g3 = g|y=b , g4 = g|x=0 .
(3.53)
The function f ∈W 1,2
(
Ω˜
)
∩ C∞
(
Int
(
Ω˜
))
satisfies,
∆f (x, y; a, b) = 0, (x, y) ∈ Ω˜, (3.54)
τf (x, y; a, b)− ∂f (x, y; a, b)
∂y
= 0, y = 0, (3.55)
τf (x, y; a, b) +
∂f (x, y; a, b)
∂y
= τ, y = b, (3.56)
τf (x, y; a, b)− ∂f (x, y; a, b)
∂x
= 0, x = 0, (3.57)
τf (x, y; a, b) +
∂f (x, y; a, b)
∂x
= 0, x = a. (3.58)
We solve for f by separation of variables, let f (x, y; a, b) = X (x)Y (y) in two
dimensions, and p2 ∈ R so that,
X ′′ (x) + p2X (x) = 0, (3.59)
Y ′′ (y)− p2Y (y) = 0. (3.60)
We can check that if p2 < 0, only trivial solution X (x) ≡ 0 exists. So we can
assume that p > 0, and X (x) has the form
X (x) = A cos (px) +B sin (px) , (3.61)
X ′ (x) = −Ap sin (px) +Bp cos (px) , (3.62)
where A, B are constants to be determined by the boundary conditions
τX (x)−X ′ (x) = 0, x = 0, (3.63)
τX (x) +X ′ (x) = 0, x = a. (3.64)
Then we have,
τA−Bp = 0, (3.65)
τA cos (pa) + τB sin (pa)−Ap sin (pa) +Bp cos (pa) = 0, (3.66)
which results in the following equation,
tan (pa) =
2τp
p2 − τ2 . (3.67)
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There are countably many solutions for p. In fact, the right hand side 2τp/
(
p2 − τ2)
is decreasing with respect to p for both regions 0 < p < τ and τ < p. Hence, for
0 < p < τ , there is exactly one solution pk;1 ∈ (k − 1/2, k + 1/2)pi/a, k ∈ Z+,
and for τ < p, there is exactly one solution pk;2 ∈ (k − 1/2, k + 1/2)pi/a, k ∈ N.
Therefore, we obtain the sequence of solutions pk, k ∈ Z+ with increasing or-
dering and {pk}∞k=1 = {pk;1}∞k=1 ∪ {pk;2}∞k=0.
We can check that, ∀k ∈ Z+, the set
Xk (x) :=
(
2
p2ka+ τ
2a+ 2τ
)1/2
(pk cos (pkx) + τ sin (pkx)) , (3.68)
where,
tan (pka) =
2τpk
p2k − τ2
, pka ∈ (k − 1/2, k + 1/2)pi/a, (3.69)
is an orthonormal set. Now we deal with the functions Y (y), similarly, ∀k ∈ Z+,
Yk (y) = Ck cosh (pky) +Dk sinh (pky) , (3.70)
Y ′k (y) = Ckpk sinh (pky) +Dkpk cosh (pky) , (3.71)
where Ck, Dk are constants to be determined by the boundary conditions,
τYk (y)− Y ′k (y) = 0, y = 0, (3.72)
τYk (y) + Y
′
k (y) = τ, y = b. (3.73)
Then we have,
τCk −Dkpk = 0,
(3.74)
τCk cosh (pkb) + τDk sinh (pkb) + Ckpk sinh (pkb) +Dkpk cosh (pkb) = τ,
(3.75)
we can solve for Ck and Dk to get,
Yk (y) = τ
pk cosh (pky) + τ sinh (pky)
(p2k + τ
2) sinh (pkb) + 2τpk cosh (pkb)
. (3.76)
Thus, we have,
f (x, y; a, b) =
∞∑
k=1
EkXk (x)Yk (y) , (3.77)
where Ek is the constant to be determined by the boundary condition at y = b,
∞∑
k=1
EkXk (x) = 1, ∀x ∈ (0, a) . (3.78)
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Then by the orthonormal property of the Xk’s, we have, ∀k ∈ Z+,
Ek =
ˆ a
0
Ek (Xk (x))
2
dx =
ˆ a
0
Xk (x) dx, (3.79)
=
(
2
p2ka+ τ
2a+ 2τ
)1/2 ˆ a
0
(pk cos (pkx) + τ sin (pkx)) dx, (3.80)
=
(
2
p2ka+ τ
2a+ 2τ
)1/2
τ
cos (pka)
(
p2k + τ
2
)
+
(
p2k − τ2
)
pk (p2k − τ2)
. (3.81)
So we have,
f (x, y; a, b) =
∞∑
k=1
EkXk (x)Yk (y) , (3.82)
=
∞∑
k=1
(
2
p2ka+ τ
2a+ 2τ
)
(pk cos (pkx) + τ sin (pkx))
τ
cos (pka)
(
p2k + τ
2
)
+
(
p2k − τ2
)
pk (p2k − τ2)
τ
pk cosh (pky) + τ sinh (pky)
(p2k + τ
2) sinh (pkb) + 2τpk cosh (pkb)
.
(3.83)
We illustrate some numerical results for the weak anchoring problem on the
square domain in the ˜→∞ limit. Our rescaled domain is Ω˜ = [0, a]×[0, b], and
we choose a = b = 1 here. We use the uniform square mesh with mesh spacing
h = 1/64. We take W˜ to be 3 and 10 respectively because it is more instructive
to see the cross with weak anchoring, and the numerical results below show that
the solution indeed vanishes along the diagonals (from the numerically extracted
values which are of the order of 10−15), see Figure 3.3.
We recover the Dirichlet WORS solution in the strong anchoring W → ∞
limit, while smaller values of W yield more diffuse solutions on a square that
retain the WORS cross structure.
To summarise, in this section, we compute explicit expressions for the lim-
iting profile in the ˜→∞ limit on a rectangle (which includes the square when
a = b) with strong and weak Dirichlet anchoring conditions on the edges. The
limiting profile is necessarily unique. Additionally, we show that the cross struc-
ture defined by a vanishing Q-tensor along the diagonals is lost when a 6= b but
is preserved with weak anchoring on a square with a = b. Of course, the effect
of the cross structure is much weaker with weak anchoring since the boundary
conditions are weakly enforced. In what follows, we refer to the limiting profile
on a rectangle with a > b (without the cross structure) as “sBD2” where “s”
describes “stable” and the label “BD2” [WCM18] describes a class of equilibria
with Q12 ≡ 0 and with transition layers near the shorter rectangular edges.
3.2. The ˜→ 0 Limit or the Oseen-Frank Limit
The ˜→ 0 limit is analogous to the “vanishing elastic constant limit” or the
“Oseen-Frank limit” in [MZ10]. Let Q˜ be a global minimizer of the re-scaled
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Figure 3.3: Solution of Equation 3.43 with Equation 3.44 for domain size 1× 1, mesh spacing
h = 1/64. Left: W˜ = 3. Right: W˜ = 10.
LdG energy (Equation 2.17) subject to the fixed boundary conditions Q˜ = g3˜0
on ∂Ω˜. For ˜ sufficiently small, we have to leading order in the interior,
Q˜ ∼
(
n0 ⊗ n0 − I3
3
)
, (3.84)
where I3 is the 3× 3 identity matrix and n0 = (cos θ0, sin θ0, 0) where θ0 is the
solution of the Laplace equation
(x, y) ∈ (0, a)× (0, b) : (3.85)
∆θ (x) = 0, x ∈ Ω. (3.86)
subject to appropriately defined Dirichlet conditions [Lew15], [MZ10]. This is
referred to as the Oseen-Frank limit since Equation 3.85 precisely describes the
minimizers of the one-constant Oseen-Frank energy for this model problem.
Based on the reasoning above, we can obtain good approximations to lo-
cally stable minimizers of Equation 2.17 for sufficiently small ˜, by studying the
following Dirichlet problem on a rectangle as given below (we set d = 0 in the
Dirichlet condition gd for the sake of this computation).
(x, y) ∈ (0, a)× (0, b) : (3.87)
∆θ (x, y) = 0, (3.88)
θ (x, 0) = d1, θ (a, y) = d2, θ (x, b) = d3, θ (0, y) = d4, (3.89)
where d1, d2, d3, d4 are constants. This is analogous to the approach in [LGA
+14]
and we numerically demonstrate that these Oseen-Frank solutions are indeed
good approximations to stable LdG equilibria in this limit.
The solution of Equation 3.87 can be written as follows,
θ (x, y) = d1θ1 (x, y) + d2θ2 (x, y) + d3θ3 (x, y) + d4θ4 (x, y) , (3.90)
θ1 (x, y) = f (x, y; a, b) ,
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state shape d1 d2 d3 d4
D1 upslope 0 +pi/2 0 +pi/2
D2  0 −pi/2 0 −pi/2
R1 ⊂ 0 −pi/2 −pi −pi/2
R2 ⊃ 0 +pi/2 +pi +pi/2
R3 ∩ 0 −pi/2 0 +pi/2
R4 ∪ 0 +pi/2 0 −pi/2
Table 3.1: Boundary Condition of solutions
θ2 (x, y) = f (y, a− x; b, a) ,
θ3 (x, y) = f (x, b− y; a, b) ,
θ4 (x, y) = f (y, x; b, a) , (3.91)
where the function f (x, y; a, b) is a solution of,
∆f (x, y; a, b) = 0, (3.92)
f (x, 0; a, b) = 1, (3.93)
f (a, y; a, b) = f (x, b; a, b) = f (0, y; a, b) = 0. (3.94)
The solution can be computed from Equation 3.20 in the limit d/a→ 0,
f (x, y; a, b) =
∑
k odd
4
kpi
sin
kpix
a
sinh (kpi (b− y) /a)
sinh (kpib/a)
, (3.95)
with the symmetry that f (x, y; a, b) = f (a− x, y; a, b).
We list the three competing stable states with their boundary conditions in
Table 3.1, which are consistent with [LME12]. The D1 state is the diagonal
state for which n0 roughly aligns along one of the diagonals, and the solution
is,
θD1 (x, y) =
pi
2
(f (y, a− x; b, a) + f (y, x; b, a)) , (x, y) ∈ (0, a)× (0, b) .
(3.96)
Additionally we have,
(x, y) ∈ (0, a)× (0, b) : (3.97)
θD1 (x, y) = θD1 (a− x, y) , (3.98)
θD1 (x, y) = θD1 (x, b− y) . (3.99)
For the rotated states R3 and R4, the director rotated by pi radians between the
edges x = 0 and x = a whereas for the states R1 and R2, the director rotates
by pi radians between the edges y = 0 and y = b. For b = 1 and a ≥ 1, it is
clear that the R1 and R2 states have higher energies than the competing D1,
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D2, R3, R4 states. Referring to Table 3.1, the R3 solution is given by
θR3 (x, y) =
pi
2
(−f (y, a− x; b, a) + f (y, x; b, a)) , (x, y) ∈ (0, a)× (0, b) .
(3.100)
with the symmetries,
(x, y) ∈ (0, a)× (0, b) : (3.101)
θR3 (x, y) = −θR3 (a− x, y) , (3.102)
θR3 (x, y) = θR3 (x, b− y) . (3.103)
This symmetry holds for all the states in Table 3.1.
In both cases, it suffices to consider the solution on the quadrant [0, a/2]×
[0, b/2]. The D1 solution is subject to the boundary conditions,
(x, y) ∈ (0, a/2)× (0, b/2) : (3.104)
θD1 (x, 0) = 0, (3.105)
θD1 (0, y) = pi/2, (3.106)
whereas the R3 solution is subjected to,
(x, y) ∈ (0, a/2)× (0, b/2) : (3.107)
θR3 (x, 0) = 0, (3.108)
θR3 (a/2, y) = 0, (3.109)
θR3 (0, y) = pi/2. (3.110)
The R3 solution is a minimizer of the Dirichlet energy
ˆ
[0,a/2]×[0,b/2]
|∇θ (x, y)|2 dxdy, (3.111)
in a smaller space than the D1 solution, which is a minimizer of the Dirichlet
energy in a larger space, and hence the D1 solutions cannot have higher energies
than the competing R3 solutions. This is again consistent with experiments in
[LGA+14], [TDBM07].
4. Bifurcation Diagram for Reduced LdG Equilibria on Rectangular
Domains
In [RLF+17], the authors extensively discuss the reduced LdG equilibria
on a square domain for low temperatures, as a function of the square length
D. They numerically demonstrate that the WORS (featured by a vanishing
Q-tensor along the square diagonals; see Equation 2.3) is the unique solution
for D small enough, its bifurcation into stable diagonal branches as D increases,
a further bifurcation into two unstable BD branches (defined as solutions with
Q12 = 0 but without the property of Q11 = Q12 = 0 at the square centre) and
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then a tracking of how the unstable BD branches bifurcate into unstable rotated
solutions, which gain stability as D increases. For D large enough, there are six
distinct stable solution branches—the D1 and D2 solutions corresponding to the
two different diagonal solutions and four energetically degenerate R1, R2, R3,
R4 solutions on a square. The rotated solutions are related to each other by a
pi/2 rotation on a square and are hence, energetically degenerate. As expected,
we lose the degeneracy as soon as we break the symmetry of the square.
We follow the same paradigm on rectangular domains, to track solution
branches as a function of the re-scaled parameter ˜ (which is inversely propor-
tional to the rectangular size). We use arc-continuation methods [Kel18] to track
different solution branches and it is possible that this method does not locate all
solution branches, or misses some high energy unstable branches. However, this
is a standard and well-accepted method for computing bifurcation diagrams for
solutions of systems of partial differential equations.
We focus on eight different kinds of solutions in our bifurcation analysis—
the D1, D2, R1, R2, R3, R4 solutions as enumerated in the Equation 2.19 along
with two solutions (only relevant for large ˜), labelled as BD1 and BD2. These
solutions are described by corresponding Q-tensors, e.g., QD1, QD2, . . . for a
given value of ˜. The BD1 and BD2 solutions are special since (QBD1)12 =
(QBD2)12 ≡ 0 which implies that the corresponding n is either n = (1, 0) or
n = (0, 1) (see Equation 2.3) everywhere in the rectangular interior. BD1 refer
to BD solutions that have n = (0, 1) at the centre of the rectangle with n = (1, 0)
near the horizontal edges, y = 0 and y = b. BD2 refer to BD solutions that
have n = (1, 0) at the centre of the domain with n = (0, 1) near the vertical
edges, x = 0 and x = a. For a = b, the solutions BD1 and BD2 are energetically
degenerate whereas for a > b, one can heuristically see that BD1 is unfavourable
compared to BD2 since the transition layers for BD1 are located along the longer
edges, y = 0 and y = b. On similar grounds, we lose the energetic degeneracy
between the rotated states and the R1 and R2 states have higher energies than
the R3, R4 states for a > b.
We can also classify the solutions by their stability, and we use prefixes “s”
and “u” for stable solutions unstable solutions respectively. We test stability by
computing the smallest eigenvalue of the second variation of the discrete LdG
energy functional and if the smallest eigenvalue is positive, then the solution is
locally stable, which is a commonly accepted definition of stability [Wikb].
We first plot the energies of critical points of Euler-Lagrange equation with
respect to the parameter ˜, see Figure 4.4a, Figure 4.4c and Figure 4.4e.
We start the algorithm at sufficiently small values of ˜, for which we get
three stable solutions sD1, sR2 and sR3, and their energies as ordered as follows
EsD1 (˜, a) < EsR3 (˜, a) ≤ EsR2 (˜, a). We use the notation Ec (˜, a) to repre-
sent the Landau-de Gennes energy of the solution in class “c” at given ˜ and
geometrical aspect ratio a (since b = 1 in our simulations).
We track three different solution pathways, with three distinct initial condi-
tions D1, R3 and R2 respectively. We discuss each pathway separately.
As ˜ increases, the solution sD1 transitions to sBD2, which is the unique so-
lution described in Proposition 3.1. We can define the parameter ˜sD1→sBD2 (a)
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be the value of ˜ where this transition occurs, defined by (QsBD2)12 ≡ 0. As
a increases from 1, ˜sD1→sBD2 (a) decreases. We illustrate this transition in
Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Top, from left to right: sD1 and sBD2 at domain size 1.25× 1, which are marked
as “A” and “B” in Figure 4.4c and Figure 4.4d. Bottom, from left to right: sD1 and sBD2 at
domain size 1.5× 1, which are marked as “A” and “B” in Figure 4.4e and Figure 4.4f. Mesh
spacing is h = 1/64. We fix Q˜ = g3˜0 on the boundary with ˜0 = 0.01.
The second pathway has the competing rotated solution R3 as initial con-
dition, and we gradually increase ˜ and track the corresponding changes in the
solutions. The second pathway is different from the first one. We observe
the following pathway of transitions from sR3 to uR3, to uBD2, and finally
to sBD2. We similarly define the parameters ˜sR3→uR3 (a) < ˜uR3→uBD2 (a) <
˜uBD2→sBD2 (a). As a increases from 1, ˜sR3→uR3 (a) and ˜uR3→uBD2 (a) in-
crease, and ˜uBD2→sBD2 (a) ≡ ˜sD1→sBD2 (a) decreases. As a → ∞, the differ-
ences among these three quantities go to zero. We illustrate this sequence of
structural transitions in Figure 4.2.
The third pathway is completely different to the two previously reported
pathways, where we start with sR2 as initial condition for ˜ small enough and
then gradually increase the parameter ˜. In fact, the pathway also depends on
the value of a > 1. At small a, e.g., a = 1.25, the solution sR2 changes to uR2,
then to uBD1, and finally the solution branch disappears at an end point. We
can similarly define the parameters ˜sR2→uR2 (a) < ˜uR2→uBD1 (a) < ˜end (a),
where ˜end (a) is such that we cannot fund further solutions on this branch, by
arc-continuation methods, for ˜ > ˜end (a). At intermediate a, e.g., a = 1.5,
the solution sR2 changes to uR2 and then disappears at an end point with
increasing ˜, and we have ˜sR2→uR2 (a) < ˜end (a). There is no intermediate
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Figure 4.2: Top, from left to right: sR3, uR3, uBD2 and sBD2 at domain size 1.25× 1, which
are marked as “G”, “H”, “I” and “B” in Figure 4.4c and Figure 4.4d. Bottom, from left to
right: sR3, uR3, uBD2 and sBD2 at domain size 1.5× 1, which are marked as “G”, “H”, “I”
and “B” in Figure 4.4e and Figure 4.4f. Mesh spacing is h = 1/64. We fix Q˜ = g3˜0 on the
boundary with ˜0 = 0.01.
transition to uBD1 for intermediate values of a > 1. At larger a, the solu-
tion sR2 will directly break before it looses the stability. As a increases from
1, ˜end (a) < ˜sD1→sBD2 (a) decreases. We illustrate some of these structural
transition pathways in Figure 4.3, for different values of a.
Figure 4.3: Top, from left to right: sR2, uR2, uBD1 and end (uBD1) at domain size 1.25× 1,
which are marked as “C”, “D”, “E” and “F” in Figure 4.4c and Figure 4.4d. Bottom, from
left to right: sR2, uR2 and end (uR2) at domain size 1.5× 1, which are marked as “C”, “D”
and “F” in Figure 4.4e and Figure 4.4f. Mesh spacing is h = 1/64. We fix Q˜ = g3˜0 on the
boundary with ˜0 = 0.01.
As ˜ increases, we find that sD1 and uBD2 transition to the unique sBD2
solution at the same value of ˜ along two different solution pathways. The BD1
solution always appears as an unstable solution, and we have not found the
sBD1 solution yet, excluding the WORS at a = 1 of course.
We plot the bifurcation diagrams for the reduced LdG equilibria for three val-
ues of a = 1, 1.25, 1.5 respectively following the same measures as in [RLF+17].
The figures are labelled as Figure 4.4b, Figure 4.4d and Figure 4.4f. These plots
distinctly convey the three distinct solution pathways and the changes in the
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number of solutions as ˜ decreases, and the sensitivity of the solution landscapes
to the aspect ratio a, although more exhaustive studies are needed to this effect.
We use the quantities Ω˜−1
´
Ω˜
Q˜211, Ω˜
−1 ´
Ω˜
Q˜212 and Ω˜
−1 ´
Ω˜
s2 in Figure 4.5, from
which we deduce that the structural transition from sD1 to sBD2 is a first order
structural transition.
We conclude that as a increases from 1 (keeping b = 1 fixed), the symmetry
between R2 and R3 is broken, as does the symmetry between BD1 and BD2, and
the solutions R1, R2 and BD1 are energetically expensive due to the energeti-
cally expensive distortion in the y-direction. Further, as a increases from 1, and
for small ˜, EsD1 (˜, a) and EsR2 (˜, a) increase, while EsR3 (˜, a) decreases. When
a = 1, EsR3 (˜, a) = EsR2 (˜, a). When a→∞, EsR3 (˜, a) = EsD1 (˜, a), for any
fixed and small ˜. This agrees with the Oseen-Frank result [Lew15]. These
simulations are computationally expensive and more examples are needed with
larger values of a to understand solution landscapes on rectangles.
5. Non-trivial Topology Relaxes to Stable States
5.1. Setup
We consider nematic equilibria on a rectangular domain with tangent bound-
ary conditions, described by a 2D LdG Q-tensor. In terms of the corresponding
director, n = (cos θ, sin θ), we necessarily need that θ is some multiple of pi on
the horizontal edges and that θ is an odd multiple of pi/2 on the vertical edges.
In the simplest case, the director rotates by ±pi/2 radians between a pair of
adjacent edges. However, it is admissible for the director to rotate by npi/2
radians between a pair of adjacent edges, for an odd integer |n| > 1. We refer
to nematic directors for which θ rotates more than the minimal pi/2-radians
between adjacent edges, as over-rotated states.
We can explicitly construct such over-rotated states. For example, we nu-
merically solve
(x, y) ∈ (0, a)× (0, b) : (5.1)
∆θ (x, y) = 0, (5.2)
θ (x, 0) = d1 = 0, (5.3)
θ (a, y) = d2 =
pi
2
, (5.4)
θ (x, b) = d3 = 2pi, (5.5)
θ (0, y) = d4 =
5pi
2
. (5.6)
From the boundary conditions, we know that the solution, θ0, has four defects
at the corners, they are: a 5/4 defect at (0, 0) (we say that the vertex has degree
d/4 when the director rotates by d/4 radians between a pair of adjacent edges
and the boundary of the rectangle is oriented in the anticlockwise sense), a −3/4
defect at (a, b), and two −1/4 defects at (0, b) and (a, 0).
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We can use θ0 to define a Q-tensor field on the re-scaled rectangle Ω, by set-
tingQ011 = cos (2θ0), Q
0
12 = sin (2θ0). The boundary condition
(
Q˜11, Q˜12
)∣∣∣
∂Ω
=
g3˜0 defined in Equation 2.19. Then we can compute the 2D LdG energy min-
imizer with
(
Q011, Q
0
12
)
as initial condition, using the steepest descent method.
It is clear that the numerical procedure will either converge to sBD2 for large ˜
or one of the diagonal or rotated states for small ˜ and we record the interme-
diate states during the energy minimization procedure to study the relaxation
mechanisms as a function of ˜ and the aspect ratio a.
5.2. Numerical Implementation
We fix ˜0 = 0.01 for the boundary condition, and b = 1 for the size of the
domain.
In the case of a = 1, i.e., square domain, we find three different relaxation
modes for different ranges of ˜ in the 2D LdG model. For small ˜ (for example,
˜ = 0.05), defects split and merge near vertices to give us the diagonal state that
connects the two non-trivial “over-rotated” vertices (D1). More precisely, we
see two 1/2-defects emanate from the 5/4-vertex and two −1/2-defects emanate
from the −3/4-vertex, and these two pairs attract each other and annihilate near
the two trivial vertices. These leaves us with two 1/4-degree vertices at (0, 0) and
(a, b) and the D1 equilibria connecting them. For intermediate values of ˜ (for
example, ˜ = 0.09), the −3/4-defect expels a −1/2-defect into the interior and
the 5/4-defect expels three 1/2-defects into the interior. A ±1/2-pair annihilate
in the bulk and the remaining two 1/2-defects move along the shorter edges to
the trivial vertices. In other words, we observe defect annihilation in the bulk
and get the diagonal solution with the opposite diagonal orientation (D2); for
large ˜ (for example, ˜ = 0.4), the initial state relaxes to the sWORS state as
expected, through states almost isotropic in the bulk. See Figure 5.1.
For a = 5, i.e., a rectangular domain, we also find three different relaxation
modes for different values of ˜ in the LdG model. For small ˜ (for example,
˜ = 0.05), defects split and merge near vertices to yield the rotated state (R3);
for intermediate ˜ (for example, ˜ = 0.09), we observe the defect annihilation in
the bulk to get the diagonal solution (D2); for large values of ˜ (for example,
˜ = 0.4), the initial state relaxes to the sBD2 state through almost isotropic
states (with Q = 0) in the bulk. See Figure 5.2.
For a = 1 and 5, we find three different modes of relaxation. We expect that
there are other modes of relaxation too which might yield other stable states, for
small and intermediate values of ˜, since there are multiple stable states in this
regime. The large ˜ cases give us the sWORS state or sBD2 state since they are
the unique equilibria in these regimes. A heuristic explanation of these trends
is that larger values of ˜ imply larger defect sizes. For a = 1, ˜ = 0.05, there
is enough space for defects, splitting from the non-trivial vertices, to migrate
to the other corners, while for ˜ = 0.09, two attracting defects meet in the
interior and annihilate in the bulk, e.g., one pair of ±1/2-defects are eliminated
diagonally. For a = 5, we also find the elimination of defects near the edge of
x = 0 at ˜ = 0.05 while the defect annihilation occurs in the interior for ˜ = 0.09.
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The qualitative trends are not sensitive to the anisotropy a, which may be a
limitation of the presented numerical results.
6. Conclusion
We have systematically studied reduced 2D nematic equilibria on rectan-
gles, as a function of a material-dependent and geometry-dependent parameter,
˜. We compare our results to those on a square and find that we lose the
WORS (featured by two isotropic mutually perpendicular defect lines connect-
ing two pairs of diagonally opposite vertices) on a rectangle. Instead, we get
two isotropic defect lines connecting two distinct pairs of adjacent vertices, for
nano-scale rectangles in the ˜ → ∞ limit. Interestingly, the WORS structure
survives on squares with weak anchoring conditions and we deduce this from
a uniqueness and symmetry argument. Our arguments are quite generic and
we can extend them to arbitrary 2D polygons as in [HMZ]. In the ˜ → ∞
limit, there is a unique Landau-de Gennes critical point, which is necessarily
the global minimizer, and we can use our methods to study nematic defects on
2D polygons in this limit. In fact, we may only have an isotropic interior point
on generic 2D polygons with tangent boundary conditions in the ˜ → ∞ limit
and the special symmetries of the square and rectangle yield higher-dimensional
line defects in this limit
We study the relaxation mechanisms for tangent states with non-trivial
topologies into the stable diagonal or rotated states, or the sBD2 state, for
different values of ˜ and the rectangular aspect ratio. In contrast to the re-
stricted Oseen-Frank studies in [MRZ04], our numerical experiments focus on
the dependence on ˜, i.e., the relaxation mechanisms are dominated by ejections
of bubbles of “non-trivial topology” and the size of these bubbles depends on ˜.
These bubbles annihilate to “relax” into simpler topologies and for smaller val-
ues of ˜, the bubbles concentrate near vertices and annihilate near vertices. For
larger values of ˜, the bubbles coalesce in the interior itself. One might expect
that the aspect-ratio dependent relaxation mechanisms reported in [MRZ04]
correspond to the ˜ → 0 limit of our reduced 2D model, given the correspon-
dence between the Oseen-Frank and Landau-de Gennes theories [MZ10]. We do
not observe a clear trend with respect to the rectangular aspect ratio possibly
because our numerical examples are not exhaustive, the relaxation mechanisms
are not unique and we have not been able to locate the aspect-ratio dependent
relaxation mechanisms or because the Oseen-Frank studies in [MRZ04] are quite
restrictive and lose relevance in the more general and comprehensive Landau-de
Gennes framework. These relaxation mechanisms are of practical relevance for
transition pathways between equilibria, switching mechanisms etc. and we will
study these mechanisms more carefully in the future.
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Figure 4.4: Bifurcation diagram with Landau-de Gennes model. Mesh spacing is h = 1/64.
Left column: relation between ˜ and LdG free energy. Right column: relation among ˜,ffl
Ω˜ (x˜+ y˜) Q˜11 (x˜, y˜) and
ffl
Ω˜ (x˜+ y˜) Q˜12 (x˜, y˜). Top row: domain size is 1 × 1. Middle row:
domain size is 1.25× 1. Bottom row: domain size is 1.5× 1. See snapshots marked by capital
letters in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.5: Phase transition from of Landau-de Gennes solutions from small ˜ (at sD1 solu-
tions) to large ˜ (at sBD2 solutions). Domain size 1.125× 1, mesh spacing h = 1/64.
Figure 5.1: Non-trivial topology relaxes to stable states with Landau-de Gennes model. Do-
main size is 1× 1. Mesh spacing is h = 1/64. Row 1: initial configuration. Row 2: ˜ = 0.05.
Row 3: ˜ = 0.09. Row 4: ˜ = 0.4. Gradient flow evolves from left to right in last 3 rows.
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Figure 5.2: Non-trivial topology relaxes to stable states with Landau-de Gennes model. Do-
main size is 5× 1. Mesh spacing is h = 1/64. Row 1: initial configuration. Row 2: ˜ = 0.05.
Row 3: ˜ = 0.09. Row 4: ˜ = 0.4. Gradient flow evolves from left to right in last 3 rows.
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